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Abstract

The AUTOPIA program has been working on the development of intelligent autonomous vehicles for the last ten years. Its latest advances have focused on the development of cooperative manoeuvres based on communications involving several vehicles. However, so far, these manoeuvres have been tested only on private tracks that emulate urban environments. The first experiments with autonomous vehicles on real highways, in the framework of the Grand Cooperative Driving Challenge (GCDC) where several vehicles had to cooperate in order to perform Cooperative Adaptive Cruise Control (CACC), are described. In this context, the main challenge was to translate, through fuzzy controllers, human driver experience to these scenarios. This communication describes the experiences deriving from this competition, specifically that concerning the controller and the system implemented in a Citroën C3.
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1. Introduction

During the last few years, many Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS) based on on-board vehicle sensors have been developed for automotive applications. Vision systems for blind angle detection [1], lane departure warning [2], collision avoidance [3], and lidar-based systems have been widely applied in vehicle detection [4]. In spite of these advances, the latest trends have been focused on wireless communications -both vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) [5, 6] and vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) [7, 8]– to perceive the environment as precisely as possible.

Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC), one of the most conventional forms of ADAS, was developed some years ago. It acts on the longitudinal control of the vehicle, permitting it to follow a leader –acting on the throttle and brake pedals autonomously– and to maintain a predefined headway with the vehicle in front [9]. The next step in the evolution of this technology is based on cooperation among different vehicles in order to reduce this headway between vehicles. This is known as Cooperative ACC (CACC) [10].

Furthermore, the broad scope and growing popularity of Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) makes it difficult to include all the recent advances in a single research project. There are many projects and groups around the world working on ITS, but in different fields (perception, control, communications, actuation, ADAS, and traffic control, among others). For example, the project HAVEit [11] is developing a control architecture to improve safety, efficiency, and comfort in driving through a virtual system that takes partial control of the vehicle according to different risk situations. It is designed to respond to the increase in traffic density, the ever greater flood of information available to drivers (in both autonomous and manual modes), and the growing population. Its highly automated vehicle illustrates the characteristics of the future of mobility. Another interesting project in the integration of vehicle applications is the Strategic Platform for ITS (SPITS) [12], which is developing new concepts for the communication protocols among smart vehicles.
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Some American research groups have made important advances in the ITS field. Firstly, the Californian PATH of the Institute of Transportation Studies at the University of California, Berkeley, has demonstrated on a real automated highway system that the platooning problem can be solved with the use of magnetic sensors [13]. This group has accumulated much experience in developing various projects over the last 20 years [14]. Secondly, the Defense Advanced Research Project Agency has organized one of the most important competitions involving autonomous vehicles – the DARPA urban challenge [15]. Several research groups have participated, trying out their control systems and algorithms in both desert and urban scenarios.

It was in this context that the first competition among autonomous vehicles in Europe was organized last year – the Grand Cooperative Driving Challenge (GCDC). It involves different research groups from around the world who talk to each other over a wireless network. The aim was to carry out two-lane CACC with different vehicles. The present communication describes the controller and algorithm used by the AUTOPIA program in this competition. It is based on human experience emulated through fuzzy logic.

The AUTOPIA program has experience in cooperative maneuvers among vehicles based on wireless communications using the IEEE 802.11g standard. All our maneuvers had been tested before in urban scenarios (under 50 km/h, on our private test tracks). For this reason the GCDC competition was considered to be an excellent scenario in which to test our systems performance on highways [16, 17]. Our main challenges in order to have the capacity to participate in the competition were to adapt our communication systems to the CALM FAST/IEEE 802.11p protocol stack (a GCDC requirement), and to develop new controllers capable of working at any speed range.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we describe our group’s background. The system architecture, the vehicle used in the GCDC competition, and the communication system are presented in Section III. Section IV describes the human knowledge based controllers developed for highway scenarios. The different experiments, testing various speed profiles, are described in Section V. Finally, the conclusions and some remarks are given in Section IV.

2. AUTOPIA Program

AUTOPIA is a Spanish research program whose initial long-term goal was the automation of vehicles. It forms part of the Centre of Automation and Robotics of the Polytechnic University of Madrid and of the Spanish National Research Council (UPM-CSIC). Its conception arose from the confluence of two trends: fuzzy logic systems and mobile robots. The group had been working in these two fields for several years, and with AUTOPIA combined them to start working with autonomous vehicles.

AUTOPIA began at the end of the 1990s with the group’s acquisition of two electric vans. Using these, we were capable of performing both autonomous vehicle guidance [18] and our first cooperative maneuver – an ACC+Stop&Go– based on V2V communications in urban environments [9]. These vehicles were instrumented with a DC motor connected to the brake pedal, and an analogue card for the throttle. Later, the group acquired two gasoline-propelled vehicles which were also automated [16]. This allowed to test more complex cooperative maneuvers such as crossing intersections [19], overtaking on two-way roads [20], and merging [21].

Presently we are working on a traffic management system for complex maneuvers. This system would transmit to each vehicle involved a unique control value representing a trade-off between safety and traffic flow [22]. If the receiving vehicle is manually driven, this value would be shown in a head-up display and treated by an ADAS in order to provide appropriate advice to the driver. If, however, the receiving vehicle is autonomous, this signal would be used to automatically regulate the vehicle’s speed to fit the specific scenario – intersection traversing, merging, etc. Our research motivations are mainly directed to autonomous vehicle control and cooperative maneuvers through V2X communications. Perception and world modeling has been developed in cooperation with other research groups, e.g., pedestrian avoidance using vision systems [3] and recognition of RFID signals for intelligent cruise control [23].

With these antecedents, we decided to choose one of our gasoline-propelled vehicles to participate in the GCDC (Figure 1). The vehicle is fully automated, but steering wheel action was deactivated during the competition since the GDCD is focused purely on longitudinal control.

2.1. GCDC competition

The GCDC is the first international competition in Europe with teams in the field of cooperative driving. It was held on motorway 270, between Helmond and Eindhoven (Holland). The GCDC’s objectives are to accelerate the
implementation of these systems and significantly contribute to improving traffic problems.

The participating teams developed different longitudinal control strategies for platooning in highway scenarios. The aim of such control systems is to maintain a safe distance with respect to the vehicles in front. The vehicles exchanged information over a wireless network in the different trials.

Figure 2 shows the position of the vehicles at the beginning of each heat. When the traffic light of Platoon B (second light in the figure) turns green, both lines of cars of this platoon move to join the cars of Platoon A. The highway test start when the Platoon A’s light (first light in the figure) turns green. The two platoons are preceded by a leader vehicle (TNO) belonging to the organization. More than nine teams, from different countries, participated in this edition. Details of the competitions can be found in [24].
3. System Architecture

The AUTOPIA architecture for autonomous vehicles has been described in previous work [16, 3, 17]. However, some modifications were made in order to satisfy GCDC’s requirements.

The perception stage uses the data from sensors. For the vehicle’s positioning, an error of up to 1 metre was allowed by the competition’s organizers. Bearing this in mind, a Differential Global Positioning System (DGPS) whose error is always less than 0.5 metres was used for location. Since the driving area for the competition is completely open, and there are no building or tree canopy occlusions, the DGPS was used as the main sensorial input. Some bridges have to be passed under in the competition. Therefore, information from the Controller Area Network (CAN) bus—wheel speeds and acceleration—was used to handle DGPS outages in these zones. Additionally, wireless communication was used.

In the planning stage, the appropriate controller is chosen to drive our vehicles through the different traffic situations that may be encountered—overtaking, crossing intersections, merging, etc. It was slightly modified to include the CACC driving and other situations—such as dealing with traffic lights—considered in the competition [24]. An additional CC controller for high speeds was therefore tuned for use in the heats in which our vehicle was to lead the second platoon, i.e., the front position at the second traffic light (Figure 2).

3.1. Hardware implementation

The vehicle used to participate in GCDC 2011 was a Citroën C3s, called Platero. This platform is fully automated—steering wheel, throttle, and brake—but only the longitudinal controller was needed for the competition. Therefore, the automatic steering wheel system was deactivated during the competition. Figure 1 shows the vehicle during the GCDC preparation and competition.

Figure 3 shows the control architecture and instrumentation of our vehicle. The central box corresponds to the on-board PC, and all the threads used in our control program are depicted.

As was noted above, the perception stage is responsible for communication with the environment and the positioning system. A communication box was added to exchange information with the infrastructure and the other participants of the GCDC 2011 [24]. It was provided by the organizers to exchange data among all the vehicles, and is based on the IEEE 802.11p protocol.

Moreover, Figure 3 shows the extra peripherals added in response to the GCDC requirements. These are: throttle and brake pedal sensors, emergency button, green and red flashing lights, and software control of the brake lights.
3.2. Implementation of wireless communications

AUTOPIA had already developed the automation of cooperative manoeuvres based on wireless communications [19, 25], sending similar information to that required by the GCDC organization, but with another custom standard to codify and transmit the data. For this occasion, a new communication module based on Abstract Syntax Notation One (ASN.1) coding was created.

GCDC communications were organized by means of an intelligent communications box running a CALM (Communications Access for Land Mobiles) server [24]. The organization provided this box with several communications devices for connection to the computer, including two UDP sockets. Hence, the programming modifications were done to send and read the packages through a UDP socket.

Each message had its own transmission rate. Some of them were periodic, and some were sent only on demand. Some originated in the infrastructure, and some in the vehicles. The ASN.1 standard was devised for compact data transmission with the goal of sending data in a form as compact as possible. Our software was designed to have four levels. The lowest level has the task of generating bit streams from the data, and conversely of decoding the data out of incoming bit streams. The second level is responsible for coding the single data elements. The third level is to code and decode the structured elements. Finally, the fourth level converts internal AUTOPIA data into GCDC data.

4. Control Algorithm

The core of the system is the design of the controllers. This is based on fuzzy logic whose purpose is to transfer human experience in highway scenarios to the system. Two different situations have to be considered according to the vehicle’s position in each heat (Figure 2):

- Leading a CACC: This case only occurs when the vehicle is located as leader at the second traffic light, i.e., without the organization’s vehicle in front of it. For these heats, a CC system was implemented to implement comfortable acceleration until rejoining Platoon A.
- Not leading a CACC: This case is considered when the vehicle has some other vehicle immediately in front of it. Under these circumstances, the priority for the vehicle is to react as soon as possible to the action of its leading vehicle.

Before designing the controllers for these two situations, a switching law between them had to be established. The minimum distance between cars ($d_{min}$) was fixed by the organization at 10 metres. Bearing this in mind, the rule to alternate between the two controllers was set as follows:

$$\begin{cases} 
CC \text{ controller if } d_c > v_c t - 0.5a_{max} t^2 - d_{min} \\
CACC \text{ controller if } d_c \leq v_c t - 0.5a_{max} t^2 - d_{min}
\end{cases}$$

where $a_{max}$ is the maximum deceleration allowed ($4.5 m/s^2$), $v_c$ is the current velocity, $d_c$ is the current distance between our vehicle and the preceding one, and $t$ is the time gap.

Figure 4 shows the control algorithm’s flow chart as a function of the evolution of each heat. The following subsections describe the software implementation, and the speed controllers for the CC and CACC scenarios.

4.1. Software implementation

Fuzzy logic control has become increasingly popular in recent years [26]. Its ability to control imprecise or vague processes has been used to perform the control of numerous industrial applications [27]. Their main advantage is that fuzzy logic controllers can be easily and intuitively designed using human reasoning as the knowledge base in order to manage complex plants without an exact or precise model of the system to be controlled.

This intuitive behaviour on the part of fuzzy-logic-based controllers can be used to formally define the control of complex systems, i.e., a linguistic description can be made of how a nonlinear plant can be controlled from only knowing its response to some pre-defined inputs. In this sense, the application to different kinds of systems whose model is difficult to obtain analytically, but where one may know how they work thanks to human experience, permits
these systems to be controlled. This human experience can be considered as the fuzzy-logic-controller’s knowledge base.

Since fuzzy controllers form the core of the control system, an embedded fuzzy processor developed by the AUTOPIA program to execute the control was used [19, 17]. In designing the controller, the main goal was to implement a control system capable of managing the vehicle’s actuators as humans do, and as intuitively as possible so that the controller can be easily re-adapted to any other item with similar characteristics.

4.2. CC Controller

The CC controller was developed for the case of being leader at the second traffic light (Figure 2). It was designed to be capable of following any pre-defined speed from 0 to 80 km/h. It uses two input variables:

- **Speed** in km/h. Three different membership functions were defined for low, medium, and high speed to modulate the action on the throttle and brake pedals (upper part of Figure 5).

- **Speed Error** in km/h. This is defined as the difference between the target speed and the current speed. The central membership function was introduced with the goal of performing as smooth as possible a control around the target speed. Since the main goal of this controller is to keep the vehicle at around such a target speed, the controller was designed to give priority to comfort rather than minimum speed error (middle part of Figure 5).

The output of the fuzzy controller is the normalized action on the throttle and brake pedals, defined in the range [-0.3, 0) for the brake, and in the range (0, 0.7] for the throttle. These constraints were set experimentally, taking into consideration the maximum accelerations and decelerations permitted in the competition.
Figure 5: Membership functions of the CC controller.

Table 1: Fuzzy rules for the CC at high speed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Speed error</th>
<th>Speed</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>Medium</th>
<th>High</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>Keep</td>
<td>Brk</td>
<td>Brk_little</td>
<td>Brk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central</td>
<td>Keep</td>
<td>Accel_little</td>
<td>Accel_med</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>Accel_med</td>
<td>Accel</td>
<td>Accel_med</td>
<td>Accel_high</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 gives the rule base used for the CC control. Finally, Figure 7 shows the control surface generated in which the output of the controller, i.e., the action on the throttle and brake pedals, is depicted as a function of the input variables.

4.3. CACC Controller

The second controller implemented was designed to perform platooning in highway scenarios. The main goal was to follow the pre-defined distance with respect to the leading vehicle with an error as small as possible, allowing stronger actions than in the CACC case for both the brake and the throttle. Specifically, the maximum action on the throttle was set at 85%, and the maximum action on the brake at 40%.

The inputs for the fuzzy controller were chosen to maintain the vehicle as close as possible to the reference distance. In this context, the controller inputs were:

- **Distance Error** in metres. This is calculated as the difference between the real distance with respect to the leading car and the desired distance calculated following the organization's formula. Four membership functions were defined, three of them in the interval [-1,1] in order to keep the vehicle as close as possible to the reference. The other was defined for positive values, and was included to try to follow sharp accelerations on the part of the leading vehicle. Its mission was to increase the action on the throttle in these cases since the
physical limitations of our vehicle made accelerations close to $2m/s^2$ difficult to achieve (upper part of Figure 6).

- **Speed Error** in km/h. This is defined as the difference between the leading vehicle’s velocity and the ego-vehicle’s velocity. The middle part of Figure 6 shows the membership functions. As was the case for the **Distance Error**, there are four membership functions. One is used in the case of high negative values of the variable, increasing the action on the brake pedal.

Table 2 gives the rule base used for the CACC control. A further two rules were added to increase the control action in extreme situations (when the information from the other vehicles is lost; when there are failures in the position systems; etc.).

**IF** Speed error Very neg. **THEN** Output Brake.

**IF** Distance error Very pos. **THEN** Output Accel.

The control surface is shown in Fig. 8. Changes are allowed close to the zero values of both variables. Smoother actions are defined for higher values of the two variables, i.e., for very negative speed errors and very positive distance errors, so as to begin adjusting the vehicle’s speed in advance and avoid sharp actions.

5. **Experimental Results**

During the days before the GCDC competition, several tests were performed, together with other competitors, on a private track of one of the sponsors in order to tune and adjust the controllers. Then, during the GCDC weekend, more than 20 heats were participated in with all the teams [24]. The following two subsections describe the performance in the experiments of the days prior to the competition and the results at the GCDC, respectively.
Distance error
Speed error Negative Central Positive
Negative \textit{Brk} \textit{Brk\_little} \textit{Keep}
Central \textit{Brk\_little} \textit{Keep} \textit{Accel}
Positive \textit{Keep} \textit{Accel\_med} \textit{Accel\_high}

Table 2: Fuzzy rules for the CACC at high speed.

5.1. Prior tests

During the first pre-competition testing days, our vehicle was capable of exchanging information with other vehicles in order to tune our fuzzy controllers. Until that time, these controllers had only been tested at low speeds [21, 23]. Three of the tests performed will be described in this subsection.

The first experiment was carried out with other team vehicle leading. Figure 9 shows the speeds reached. During this test, several speed profiles were tested. Our control algorithm was capable of following the leading vehicle with really good performance.

As noted above, distance and speed errors are used as inputs for the fuzzy controller. Figure 12 shows the evolution of these two variables during this test. Table 3 lists the mean and median errors of each variable in each experiment and heat of the GCDC explained in this paper. In the first experiment, both values are low, even though this first test included sharp changes.

The second experiment is shown in Figure 10. This was carried out with an aggressive profile. As can be seen, our controller responds without delay at that speed. Both the speed and the distance errors are low (Experiment 2 of Figure 12).

The last experiment before the GCDC weekend was done with the leader vehicle using the speed profile of the competition. Although the mean distance error (Table 3) was greater than in the first experiment (due to greater
changes in the reference), the median remained almost identical (0.90 metres). The competition speed profile covered the first 250 seconds (Figure 11). After that, no longer within the competition profile, the leading car accelerated up to 120 km/h. The error increased at the end of the experiment due to the greater accelerations of the leading vehicle (gray line of Figure 11). The controller reached the reference distance. The values of the errors are listed in Table 3.

5.2. Results at the GCDC

The GCDC competition consisted of several heats with vehicles in different starting positions. Figure 2 shows possible vehicle locations at the beginning of each heat, i.e.:
Table 3: Error of the experiments relative to the leading vehicle.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exps.</th>
<th>Speed error</th>
<th>Distance error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>Median</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exp. 1</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>0.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exp. 2</td>
<td>3.07</td>
<td>1.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exp. 3</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heat 1</td>
<td>5.95</td>
<td>2.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heat 8</td>
<td>3.46</td>
<td>2.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heat 11</td>
<td>5.75</td>
<td>2.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heat 17</td>
<td>3.97</td>
<td>2.59</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. **Behind the leader vehicle.**
2. **In the second position at the first light.**
3. **In the first position at the second light.**
4. **In the second position at the second light.**

To evaluate how the vehicle behaved differently according to its location at the beginning of the heat, we shall present the results will be presented for some different starting positions. Figure 13 shows one of the best executed heats of our vehicle.

In the first profile (Figure 13, upper left), our system showed the poorest behaviour since we started in the last position.

The upper right plot of Figure 13 shows our vehicle following the speed of the leader vehicle. Some jumps in our speed behaviour (at around seconds 110 and 170) were due to failures of our positioning system (to be explained in Section 6). In Table 3, one observes that the speed and distance errors were greater than in the four prior experiments, but still within reasonable limits.

In the second platoon heat (lower left plot of Figure 13), our full system worked correctly. When the vehicle was in the first position (Heat 11), it accelerated until it reached the first platoon. It changed to a constant speed (40 km/h) and joined the first platoon, avoiding unnecessary braking. At the beginning of this heat, the distance error was high (lower plot of Figure 14) because our vehicle was the leader of the second platoon, but the distance to the last vehicle of the first platoon was constantly monitored. Once the switching condition from the CC to the CACC controller was met, the vehicle joined the first platoon and the distance error was considered as an input to the control. Some jumps occurred at around second 180. These were due to failures of our positioning system when passing under bridges.
The last plot (Figure 13, lower right) shows the behaviour in the second position of the first platoon. In this heat, there was again a large mean distance error in our performance (Table 3).

6. Limitations, Difficulties, and Lessons Learned

GCDC was a good scenario in which to test our algorithms against those of various research teams from different countries. The resources we had available for GCDC were limited –just three members in our team, and we were the last to join the competition– but we were able to finish all the heats. Nonetheless, some important failures were detected that need to be resolved. Most of these failures had never happened before on our own test tracks. They were the following:

- **Problems receiving data volume**: Our communication system had been tested for only 3 days before the competition. In particular, these tests involved only up to four other teams. The system worked properly (see Section 5.1). However, in the competition heats, with all the information from the other vehicles and the infrastructure being sent simultaneously, our on-board program ran too slowly, and some threads were damaged.

- **Problems reading data from the CAN bus**: Connected with the preceding problem, the most significant failure consisted of errors in reading the vehicle’s CAN bus. These occurred due to saturation of the threads.

- **Positioning errors**: The same thread was used to read the speed of the vehicle from the CAN bus in order to provide the vehicle’s positioning when it was passing under the bridges. Because of the failures in the thread, when the GPS signal was lost under a bridge we were unable to provide accurate positioning.

7. Conclusions

As the first European demonstration of cooperative driving systems, GCDC involved nine vehicles, each from a different institution. It permitted us to test our systems outside our own facilities, and to translate human driver know-how to our fuzzy control for highway-type scenarios. We drew the following conclusions about the different systems involved from our participation in this competition:
• **Hardware systems** Different cooperative manoeuvres had been tested in our facilities involving three [21] and four of our own vehicles [22], giving good results. Our theoretical results showed our communication system to be capable of managing more than 50 vehicles without overload [22]. In the pre-competition tests at the GCDC too, involving up to five vehicles, the system worked properly. In the heats themselves, however, the inclusion of communications from both more vehicles and the infrastructure overloaded our on-board unit. This problem can be solved by including an auxiliary PC for communications management.

• **Software systems** Both the CC and the CACC fuzzy-logic-based control algorithms gave good results when no hardware problems occurred. Moreover, adjustments were made to them, based on our driving experiences, in a short time.

• **Positioning system** Unexpected failures due to massive quantities of data coming from other vehicles and the infrastructure blocked some threads – the CAN bus controller in particular – and positioning system failures occurred while passing under the bridges. The DGPS was sufficient to meet the organization’s precision requirements, but the additional system designed to function while passing under the bridges did not work [28].

• **Environment perception** Finally, it is clear that communication systems will play a key role in the future in traffic safety. However, they cannot be relied on as the only source of information, but need to be combined with vision and laser/lidar systems. Although we were capable of participating in the competition using just communications, more sensors have to be included in order to be tolerant to failures whether due to the leading vehicle or to our own vehicle’s control architecture.

Future work will focus on testing our systems with the inclusion of more vehicles in order to reproduce the failures detected during the GCDC. Also, new work has been initiated on environment perception with the aim of including more sensors in the architecture.
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